Abstract. Understanding the mechanisms of protein-DNA interaction is of critical importance in biology. Transcription factor (TF) binding to a specific DNA sequence depends on at least two factors: A protein-level DNA-binding domain and a nucleotide-level specific sequence serving as a TF binding site. TFs have been classified into families based on these factors. TFs within each family bind to specific nucleotide sequences in a very similar fashion. Identification of the TF family that might bind at a particular nucleotide sequence requires a machine learning approach. Here we considered two sets of features based on DNA sequences and their physicochemical properties and applied a one-versus-all SVM (OVA-SVM) with class-wise optimized features to identify TF family-specific features in DNA sequences. Using this approach, a mean prediction accuracy of ~80% was achieved, which represents an improvement of ~7% over previous approaches on the same data.
Introduction
Protein-DNA interactions play a central role in many cellular processes including transcription and translation. A key aspect of transcriptional regulation requires the binding of a class of proteins (called transcription factors (TFs)) to cis-acting DNA regulatory sequences (known as transcription factor binding sites (TFBS)). Understanding the mechanisms of these interactions and identifying associations between each TF and DNA regulatory elements are key challenges for experimental and computational biology.
TFBS are usually very short (≤12 base pairs) [1] and some proteins are capable of binding to many TFBSs. Binding of a TF to the appropriate TFBS depends on two factors: A three-dimensional protein structure of the TF that presents an appropriate DNA-binding domain and the specific sequence of nucleotides recognized by TF. Though variability in TFBSs does exist, TFBSs share enough similarity such that they can be easily recognized in the nucleus by TF proteins. TFs can be classified into families based on these protein and DNA-binding characteristics and catalogs of TFBS and TF proteins can be found including JASPAR [2] , Transfac [3] . Transfac uses the sequence similarities in TFBS as a basis of classification of TFs, whereas JASPAR uses the binding profiles (discussed below) to classify TFs into families.
Several approaches to identify TFBS and associate them with the binding TF exist. These include phylogenetic footprinting [4] , position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM)-based approaches [5] , Gibbs sampling [6] , and expectation-maximization [7] . Phylogenetic footprinting has been applied to genomic sequences to identify novel TFBSs [8] . Clustering the results of phylogenetic footprint analysis on sets of coregulated genes can result in novel TFBS as well as the identification and annotation of previously identified TFBSs [9] . Approaches based on comparative genomics or phylogenetic footprinting require genomic sequences from several species and as a result are computationally intensive. In some cases there may not simply exists sufficient representation over the phylogenetic history to generate meaningful comparisons at the species level.
A PSSM or position-weight matrix (PWM) is used commonly as probabilistic representation of a TFBS. These matrices store frequencies of each nucleotide at each position of the binding site. Such models generally assume independence between nucleotides over all positions must use a fixed-length (typically arbitrary) TFBS, are unable to represent sequence properties such as sequence-dependent physicochemical properties [10] .
These methods are used generally to identify TFBS in newly sequenced data and do not attempt to predict a putative TF for each identified binding site.
Recently, several approaches have been proposed to handle this problem. Narlikar and Hartemink [11] used sparse multinomial logistic regression (SMLR) [12] , to predict TF family given a set of TFBSs. For a given set of DNA sequences, a set of nucleic-acid based sequence features were generated. These features were used to generate the model and predict the TF family.
Sandelin and Wasserman [2] used binding sites profiles to classify wellcharacterized TFs into "familial binding profiles." The database JASPAR was generated using such "familial binding profiles" with corresponding TFs and associated binding sites. First a collection of PSSM models for a TF were assembled and similarities between models were calculated. Finally, an assembly algorithm was used to compile all models into a single familial binding profile. Using this approach, TF binding sites were classified into 11 families. A brief description of the families examined in this study is given in the Materials and Methods section below. Prediction of TF-family for a given set of DNA binding sites can be accomplished using "familial profiles."
Tan et al. [13] utilized the information of comparative genomics to connect TFs with their corresponding TFBSs. Three mutually independent information methods were used to connect a DNA binding motif to a given TF. Comparative analysis of multiple genomes was used to generate two of these sources of information and the third was derived from similarities of TFBS interactions. For a given TF and DNA motif, the three types of information were combined to obtain the probability that such a pair was a true pair. Narlikar and Hartemink [11] showed that the nucleic-acid based features of TFBS can be used to predict the families of corresponding binding TF. They demonstrated that the selected features are family-specific. Motivated by these results, we used sequence-based conformational and physicochemical features [10, 14] in addition to the features proposed by Narlikar and Hartemink [11] to develop models with an SVM-based classifier [15] .
The results of this approach were compared directly to SMLR [11] . The addition of physicochemical features to the nucleic-acid based features led to significant improvement in predictive accuracy. The SVM-based classifier outperformed SMLR when only the nucleic-acid based features were used. Both SVM-based classifier and SMLR resulted in competitive predictive accuracies using additional set of physicochemical features.
Materials and Methods

Datasets
JASPAR is the largest, curated, and open-access collection of eukaryotic TFBS profile matrices [16] . TFBSs are classified in JASPAR into the 11 structural families shown in Table 1 . As part of our experimental design, we only made use of those TFBS classes with 4 or more samples (see below). Given this requirement, two TFBS-families (bZIP-cEBP and TRP (MYB)) were removed ( Table 1 ). The remaining 55 TFs from 9 TFBS-families were used for modelling. These families are briefly described below.
ETS Family: TFs belonging to this family contains a region of 85-90 AAs known as the erythroblast transformation specific (ETS) domain. This domain is quite rich in positively-charged and aromatic residues. The ETS domain binds to purine-rich segments of DNA [17] .
bZIP-CREB Family: cAMP responsive element binding proteins (bZIP/CREB) are conserved, nuclear, bZIP-domain, dimeric transcription factors. TFs of this family contact the DNA through a basic region generally found in the amino-terminus of the TF. They contain leucine zipper segments consisting of leucine or similar hydrophobic AA spaced roughly every 7 or 8 residues.
REL Family: The Rel homology domain is found mainly in eukaryotic TFs. TFs containing the domain do not use well-defined secondary structure for DNA-binding [18] . The domain is composed of two immunoglobulin-like beta barrel sub-domains which grips the DNA in major groove.
Nuclear Receptor: The DNA-binding domain of nuclear receptors is composed of two zinc finger motifs that differ in size, composition, and function. Each finger contains four cysteine residues coordinating one zinc ion. The zinc coordinating motif is characterized by two anti-parallel alpha-helices capped by loops at their aminoterminal ends. Normally TFs of this class function as homo-or heterodimers. Each monomer typically consists of ligand-binding, DNA-binding, and transcription regulatory domains. Fork head: The fork head domain contains neither homeodomains nor zinc-finger characteristics of other TFs. It contains a distinct type of DNA binding region of around 100 AAs and binds B-DNA as monomer.
bHLH (zip): TFs of this family contain a tripartite DNA binding domain consisting of a basic region, a helix-loop-helix (HLH), and a leucine zipper. The domain mediates dimerization as a prerequisite for DNA-binding. The basic region dictates DNA-binding specificity. The leucine zipper consists of repeated leucine residues at every seventh position.
MADS:
The MADS box is a highly conserved sequence motif found in a family of TFs. The conserved domain was recognized after the first four members of the family, MCM1, AGAMOUS, DEFICIENS, and serum response factor (SRF) and named after them by taking their initials. TFs belonging to this class function as dimers. The primary DNA-binding element is an anti-parallel coiled coil of two amphipathic α-helices, one from each subunit. The MADS domain is a 56-residue motif consisting of a pair of anti-parallel coiled coil α-helices packed against an anti-parallel, doublestranded, β-sheet.
Homeobox: The homeodomain binds through a helix-turn-helix (HTH) structure. HTH motifs are characterized by two α-helices, joined by a short turn. Protein-DNA contacts are conserved, especially those made by positions R3, R5, I47, Q50, N51 and M54 [19] . This domain binds to DNA both as monomer and dimer. Some proteins are capable of both.
HMG: Proteins of this class comprise a region of homology with HMG proteins such as HMG1. Generally HMG domains bind DNA to non-sequence-specific manner. The domain exhibits an L-shaped configuration by 3 alpha helices. The 1 st and 2 nd helices contact DNA and the 3 rd helix is exposed to solvents.
Feature Formulation
Nucleic acid-based sequence features were used to represent each TF. Two main sets of features were defined: DNA features and DNA-Physico features (described in greater detail below). Features corresponding to DNA were calculated using only known binding sites or DNA motifs obtained from the JASPAR database. Flanking sequences were avoided given there is no general consensus on the notion of an "ideal" length for such flanking sequences in model development. Only the DNAbinding domain of TFs was used for feature calculation. For each TF, a list of binding DNA motifs or sites was obtained from the JASPAR database. Features corresponding to each DNA motif were calculated and average was taken to get single feature vector representing each TF. All features and their combinations are described in greater detail below. 1. DNA Features: We used the same set of features as discussed in [11] . These features included:
A) The frequency of subsequence features representing the counts of all subsequences of length 1 to 5 in each TFBS. Only the four nucleotides A, T, G, C were considered. The full 15-letter code was not considered as no consensus sequences in any form were taken as binding sites. 1,364 features were generated in this manner. B) Ungapped palindrome features: Binary variables representing the presence or absence of palindrome subsequence of half-length 3, 4, 5 or 6 spanning entire site and that of palindrome subsequence not spanning the whole length. Thus there were total 8 such binary features. It is important to mention here this set of features will be sparse. For example, the presence of subsequence of half-length 3 spanning entire site will make the rest 7 binary variables 0. C) Gapped palindrome features: The same as the above with one difference of possibility of gaps. Here gap indicates the insertion of some nonpalindrome nucleotides exactly in the middle of two palindrome halves. Similar to the previous case, total count of such features was 8. D) Special features: Narlikar and Hartemink [11] 1 ) where P q is the qth property of dinucleotides (s j , s j+1 ). There are only 38 such properties and when these were combined with the DNA feature set above, a total of 1,425 features resulted. The classifier model based on this feature set was referred to as the "DNA-Physico model."
Model Description
Background of SVM, OVA-SVM and SVM-RFE (OVA-RFE). Support vector machines (SVMs) [21] belong to the family of margin-based classifiers and can often achieve superior classification performance when compared to other classification algorithms across many domains. SVMs were originally designed to solve binary classification problems. Several algorithms have extended binary SVMs for application in multi-class problems [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . One-versus-all (OVA) is one such simple and early extension of SVM for multi-class problems [27] .
SVM-recursive feature selection (SVM-RFE) [28] was originally proposed for binary classification problems. The method of SVM-RFE begins with the set of all features and selectively eliminates one feature at a time. Features are scored and ranked on squared coefficients w j 2 (j=1,2,....,p) of weight vector w. The feature with smallest w j 2 is eliminated in each iterative step. The procedure is repeated until a predetermined number of features remain. This procedure can also be generalized to remove more than one feature per step [28] . SVM-RFE is also extended in OVA fashion by many researchers [29] [30] [31] . This extension is generally known as OVA-RFE.
Feature selection was performed in OVA-RFE fashion. Selected features were then used with corresponding OVA-SVM classifiers. Final class-prediction was made using probabilities scores obtained from OVA-SVMs. We have shown [15] that conversion of decision function values into probability scores increases predictive performance. Among the three methods of converting decision function values into probability scores that were evaluated previously [15] ; Platt's approach [32] was determined to provide better or equivalent predictive accuracy over several data sets. Thus for the purpose of the current investigation, we used Platt's approach to convert the decision function values into probability scores.
Experimental Design
During pre-processing, for each feature type, redundant features with identical values over all samples were removed. The remaining features were normalized to [-1, 1]. Table 2 lists number of features before and after pre-processing step. The performance of all models was assessed using k-fold external cross-validation (CV) following Ambroise and McLachlan [33] to provide an unbiased estimate of generalization error. CVs were performed 100 times to provide more reliable estimates of prediction accuracy. A linear kernel was used for the SVM and hence only one SVM parameter (C) required tuning. For each model, a range of C was evaluated {10 , 1}. The model and C setting with best average CV (4-fold CV) accuracy over all 100 runs was selected as the most appropriate setting of C. For this purpose, all features were used and no feature selection was performed.
For feature selection, ¾ of the data were considered were used for the feature selection process and the best features were re-evaluated on the remaining ¼ of the data for performance. Average 4-fold accuracy was calculated. This procedure was repeated for 100 different stratified (i.e., the class-wise proportion in training set was kept the same as was in the whole set) partitions of 4-fold. Average CV accuracies over 100 runs were calculated to estimate the prediction accuracy of models. We started with all features and successively eliminated 1% of remaining features in each iteration of OVA-RFE until a minimum of 10 features were left.
For fair comparison to SMLR [11] , we used the same normalized data as was used in OVA-experiments. Different values of the parameter λ were tried and the one giving best average 4-fold CV accuracy over 100 runs was reported. We used SMLR software [12] available from the http://www.cs.duke.edu/~amink/software/smlr/. Table 3 lists prediction accuracies obtained by models using different feature-types. OVA-SVM approach performed significantly better than SMLR using only DNA features (t-test p-value = 1.65 × 10 -43 ), however there was no significant difference found between the two approaches when DNA-Physico features was used. The mean predictive accuracy of SMLR approach improved significantly (from 74.05% ± 3.34% to 81.91% ± 2.69%; t-test p-value = 1.68×10 -44 ) with use of DNA-Physico features. 
Results and Discussion
Comparison between SMLR and Class-wise Optimized OVA-SVM
DNA-model and DNA-Physico-model features
The addition of physicochemical properties improved mean prediction accuracy, though not significantly for the OVA-SVM approach (t-test p-value = 0.20). Figure 1 compares the average error obtained by models using different number of DNA and DNA-Physico features. Feature selection did not lead to any significant improvement in mean predictive accuracy however; more parsimonious models could be obtained using far fewer features with similar mean accuracy. For example, using only 35 DNA features, a mean prediction accuracy of 80.06% ± 3.07% was generated. Similarly, using 30 DNA-Physico features generated a mean prediction accuracy of 80.09% ± 2.88%. To compare the best predictive accuracy obtained by the two models irrespective of the number of features used, the model using DNA features only obtained best accuracy of 81.86 (±2.77) by using 773 features per class and the best accuracy of 82.56 (±2.82) was obtained by the model using DNA-Physico features with 471 features per class (Table 3) . These results show that the model using DNA-Physico features was always able to provide slightly improved predictive accuracies than model using DNA features only. This suggests that the conformational and physicochemical features might influence the prediction of some of the TF families. We reviewed only the features which were selected more than 50% of the time by DNA-Physico models when using 30 features per TF family and separated these into conformational or physicochemical features (Table 4) to check our hypothesis. DNA-Physico features appeared to be important for the bHLH-ZIP family. We compared the prediction accuracy obtained by the two models for bHLH-ZIP family. The DNA-Physico model obtained an accuracy of 95.78% ± 6.27% whereas the DNA model obtained an accuracy of 90.56% ± 6.58%. The statistical significance of this difference was evaluated using a proportion test but no statistical significance was observed (p-value = 0.49) but reviewing the results as number of correct predictions made in each partitions shows a significant difference between the two models. The DNA-model predicts all 9 samples from the bHLH-ZIP family correctly only 26 times out of the 100 runs whereas the DNA-Physico model corrects all 9 samples of this family 66 times, for a difference of 40 out of 100 runs (Table 5 ). 
Conclusion
In this paper, features based on the TFBS sequences and their physico-chemical properties were used to build an OVA-SVM based multi-class classifier to predict the family of an associated binding TF protein.
A detailed study was conducted to investigate the importance of different feature types for this decision. The performance of OVA-SVM based multi-class classifier and SMLR were compared and a significant improvement was found in the performance of SMLR when additional physico-chemical features were added to the nucleic-acid based features. While OVA-SVM outperformed SMLR based on only DNA-features, performance of the methods were competitive when DNA-Physico features were used.
